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SUMMARY 

The Midwest Appropriate Technology Small Grants Program 
awarded ROM-AIRE Solar Corporation grant #DE-FG02-79R510143 to 
develop a low cost, bare-plate solar collector for preheating 
ambient air. This type of solar heating system would be appli
cable for preheating ventilation air for public buildings or 
other commercial and industrial ventilation requirements. Another 
promising application would be agricultural and industrial air 
drying processes. 

Cost and performance are the two criteria that must be con
sidered before solar energy will be utilized for a specific 
application. The purpose of this project was to develop a low 
cost, bare-plate collector, determine its performance for a 
variety of climatic conditions, analyze the economics of this 
type of solar collector and evaluate specific applications. 

Two prototype collectors were designed, fabricated and 
installed into an instrumented test system. Tests were conducted 
for a period of five months. Results of the tests showed con
sistent operating efficiencies of 60% or greater with air preheat 
temperature uses up to 20°F for one of the prototypes. 

The economic analyses indicated that an installed cost of 
between $5 and $10 per square foot would make this type of solar 
system economically viable. For the materials of construction 
and the type of fabrication and installation perceived, these 
costs for the bare-plate solar collector are believed to be 
attainable. Specific applications for preheating venLllation 
air for schools were evaluated and judged to be economically 
viable. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Preheating ambient air is an application made to order for 
solar energy. Outside air must be preheaLed before it is intro
duced into public buildings for ventilation requirements during 
the heating season. Outside air is also preheated before it is 
used for various industrial and agricultural drying and venti
lating applications. For most of these applications large roof
top areas or adjacent ground areas are available for the installa
tion of active solar energy systems for preheating air before it 
is introduced into the nonnal heating and distribution system. 
For this application to be accepted by the user the cost of solar 
energy must be competitive with the cost of the alternate energy. 
This report describes the design and performance of a unique, low 
cost, bare-plate solar collector for preheating ambient air. The 
energy produced by this solar collector ~ystem is projected to be 
cost effective when compared to alternate energy fuels. 

The Midwest Approp1;iate Technology Small Grants Program pro
vided ROM-AIRE Solar Corporation a grant (DR-FG02-79R510143) to 
develop a bare-plate solar collector to preheat air. 

The purpose of the Midwest ApproiJ.Liate Energy Technnlogy 
Program is to conserve or replace conventional energy resources 
(eg. natural gas, oil, LPG, etc.) used in the region without ad
verse environmental effects. The program encourages the develop
ment of new technology for this purpose. A prerequisite of the 
program is that the project selected should have potential bene
fits for the community in which the project takes place. 

Ohio and the other five midwestern states in the region are 
net importers of energy. Ohio produces less than one-thlrd of the 
energy it consumes. The state has abundant coal reserves but Ohio 
coal, which currently is used predominately by industry and electric 
utilities, is high sulfur coal and its future use will be determined 
by environmental requirements. Ohio has limited oil and natural gas 
reserves, producing only about 5% of its annual' consumption. About 
one-half of the industrial and practically all of the residential 
and commercial heating demands must be supplied with imported oil 
and natural gas from other states and foreign countries. Increasing 
demand for these environmentally clean fuels has increased fu,el 
prices. Recent severe winters have also produced temporary fuel 
shortages and subsequent interruptions in business and commerce. 
Particularly hard hit by the energy situation have been the schools. 
High fuel costs have created financial problems in many school 
districts. With fuel prices continuing to increase and fuel supplie 
dependent on out-of-state producers, the problems associated with 
shortages and cost appear to be continuing problems for the for
seeable future. 

The community benefits for this project would be derived from 
replacing a portion of the fuel requirements for school buildings 
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and other public buildings through the use of solar energy to 
preheat ventilation air. It is estimated that Ohio schools con
sume the equivalent of more than six mill ion gallons of fuel oil 
annually for ventilation requirements. Solar energy could replace 
more than SO% of this demand. 

The purpose 9f this grant was to develop a low cost, bare
plate solar collector for preheating ambient air. The design of 
the collector required an analysis ~f the heat transfer and flow 
characteristics of·the solar absorber using low cost materials 
that could be easily fabricated. Following the design, two proto
type systems were fabricated and installed at the roof test site. 
Both systems were instrumented to provide sufficient data to de
termine their performance for a variety of outside test conditions. 
These data were collected, processed and analyzed with the aid of 
a computer. The results of the system tests were then used to 
predict the cost and performance of a bare plate solar collector 
system for a specific air preheating application. An economic 
analysis was made to determine if the solar system was cost com
petitive with conventional energy sources. Based on these results, 
conclusions are made regarding the feasibility.of the project and 
what improvements should be made. 

Appendix A presents photographs of the test collectors, 
system and equipment. Appendix B describes and specifies the 
instrumentation and data acquisition system. Appendix C describes 
and lists the computer programs developed for this project. 
Appendix D presents the test data. 
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ANALYSIS 

. Two criteria must be considered before solar energy will be 
utilized for a specific application. They are cost and performance. 
Both of these criteria were evaluated analytically before proceed
ing with the test phase of the project. 

Economic Analysis: There are many methods for· evaluating the eco
IiOmics of solar energy applications. 'The method used herein is 
for illustrative purposes. The decision to make any capital in
vestment is dependent on tax laws, interest rates and projections 
of the future, which precludes a universal method of evaluation. 
Reference 1 presentsa method that determines what the cost o~ the 
solar energy system should be in order to be economically viable. 
For economic viability Reference 1 considers the value of energy . 
produced annually by a square foot of solar collector, the payback 
period for the system, the time value of money and the time value 
of escalating fuel costs. The economic expression that determines 
the present value of the energy saved by the solar system is: 

~ ( l+F)J 
Vo = <: Po 

j=l (l+I)j 

where 

n = period of analysis or the payback period, years 
I = value of money or discount rate 
F == annual fuel price escalation rate 
P0 == value of energy saved in first year, $ 
V0 == present value of energy displaced for n years, $ 
j == any particular year, 1 through n 

The payback period, defined as the period of time required for 
the solar user to come to an even cash position with the alternate 
fuel user, will vary with each investor. Business generally requires 
paybacks of five years or less while goverrunent bodies might consider 
up to ten years or more. The value of money varies appreciably but 
for the last decade an annual rate of 8% has been reasonable. · For 
the last decade fuel prices have escalated at 1.3% annually. The 
value of energy saved in the first year is determined by: 

p = 
0 

where E$ is the annual useful energy produced by the solar collector. 
For res~dential solar space and water heati~g systems this has 
averaged between 100,000 and 200,000 BTU/Ft -yr, depending on the 
location. For ventilation air preheating applications the useful 
energy would probably be somewhat less since the systems are not 
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used in the summer months. 75,000 BTU/Ft 2-yr is a reasonable estimate. 
Ef is the useful energy content of the alternate fuel, which for #2 
fuel oil and a boiler efficiency of 70% the value is about 90,000 
BTU/gal. The cost of #2 fuel oil currently is about $1.00 per gallon. 

Solving these equations for two payback periods results in 
the following: 

Period A Period B -----
n ' years 5 10 
I 

' % 8 8 
F 

' % 13 13 
Po, $ .83 .83 
Vo, $ 4.78 10.78 

which shows that for a payback period of five years the installed 
cost of the solar system should not exceed $4.78 per square foot, 
but if the payback period is 10 years the installed cost of the 
solar system could be as high as $10.78 per square foot. 

For the typical solar system on the market today, these in
stalled costs could not be achieved. Current installed costs are 
running between $25 and $50 per square foot. However, an installed 
cost of between $5 and $10 per square foot is not unreasonable for 
the bare-plate solar collector considered in this project. Manu
facturing costs should be less than $2 per square foot (compared to 
current collector costs of more than $5 per square foot) and with a 
mark up of a factor of five to reflect installation and marketing 
cost~, the installed cost to the consumer should be less than $10 
per square foot. 

This analysis indicates that the economics of this project 
are not unreasonable and, in fact, are within the domain of economic 
viability. 

Solar Collector Design 

A solar collector is a device that absorbs solar thermal energy, 
transfers a portion of this energy to a working fluid which is in 
intimate contact with the absorber plate and loses the remainder to 
the surroundings. The useful heat produced by the solar collector 
is equal to the energy absorbed by the absorber surface less the 
heat losses from the surface to the surtbundings, or: 

where 

Q = Ac LHT~ - U (Tp - Ta)) (1) 

Q is useful energy delivered by collector, BTU/hr 

Ac is total collector area, ft2 
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H is the solar energy received on the ou2er surface of the 
sloping collector structure, BTU/HR·Ft · 

is the fraction of the incoming solar radiation which 
reaches .the absorbing surface 

~ is the fraction of the solar energy reaching the surface 
which is absorbed by the absorbing surface 

U is the overall heat loss coefficient, BTU/HR•FT2·°F 

Tp is average temperature of the outer.surface of the 
absorber plate, °F 

. Ta is atmospheric temperature, Of 

Most commercially. available flat-plate solar collecto~s marketed 
today flow the working fluid, either air or liquid, in back of the 
absorber surface and have one or more transparent covers, usually 
glass, mounted in front of the absorber surface .. For a representa
tive single glass collector, both "'t' and d.. arc valued at about 0.9 
and U is about 1. 0. If air is the working fluid and ambient air 
flows across the back sideof the absorber plate and cools it to 
within about 20°F of the fluid, then the heat loss to the surround
ings is minimal and the amount of useful energy produced by the 
collector will be approximately the product of 4')" and Gil or somewhat 
less than 81%.of the impinging solar radiation, H. Removing the 

· transparent cover converts it into a bare-plate collector and has . 
the effect of increasing,.. to 1.0 but also increasing the heat loss 
coefficient U to as high as 10. The result is that the useful 
energy produced by the collector is drastically reduced~ Reference 
2 indicates.that bare-plate collectors of this conventional type of 
design could achieve peak efficiencies of only about 35%. This · 
analysis makes it apparent that a conventiorial.type of bare-plate 
collector could p}:"ob~bly not be used effectively to heat air because. 
of the low 6perating efficiency. 

The solar Ei.ir heatl.ng · syst.em for this project is based ·on a 
unique proprietary design for a bare-plate solar collector. · It is 
significantly different from the conventional designbut its per
formance follows the basic principle of equation (1). 

_,/OUTSIDE / 
A c 

Fluw 

~"'' 
INS lDI-:_ 

Sketch 1. Bare-Plate Collector As::;embly 
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Sketc.h 1 illustrates the basic structure of the collector and 
the air flow pattern. A and B are corrugated metal sheets that 
overlap and are fastened together to form a rigid structure. The 
arrow indicates the direction of air flow through the collector. 
The surfaces of A and B are coated on both sides with a black, 
weather resistive coating to enhance the absorption of solar radia
tion. The solar energy incident on surfaces A and B is absorbed 
and converted into thermal energy. Air flow is induced by a blower 
located inside the structure. The flowing air, indicated by the 
arrows, passes over the outside of surface A and into the annular 
passage created by the overlap of surfaces A and B and enters inside 
the structure below surface B. High film heat transfer coefficients 
are generated over the total length of the air stream because of the 
relatively high velocity of the stream and because of the entrance 
and exit effects of the annular passage. The heat transfer is also 
enhanced by the high thermal conductivity of A and B, which would 
probably be fabricated from aluminum or any light weight, low cost, 
high conductivity metal with the necessary structural strength. 
Heat is conducted from the absorbing surface in all directions to 
areas where the air flow cools the surface. This redistribution of 
heat reduces the tendency for hot spots and effectively reduces the 
average temperature of the collector surface, thereby reducing 
radiation losses to the atmosphere. The high thermal conductivity 
also makes all surfaces, in effect, heat transfer surfaces supply
ing heat to the incoming air flow, greatly increasing the effective 
heat transfer surface area compared to the absorption surface area 
of a conventional bare-plate collector. 

In terms of the basic solar collector heat transfer equation (1), 
this unique design of a bare-plate collector enhances the transfer 
of useful heat to the flowing air stream by effectively reducing the 
absolute values of U and Tp. The absorber plate temperature, Tp, 
is lowered because both the film heat transfer coefficient and the 
effective heat transfer surface area adjacent to the air stream 
are increased. The overall heat.loss coefficient, U, is reduced 
because both radiation and convection losses are lower. Lower 
radiation loss is due to the lower average plate temperature while 
the lower convection losses are due to the inward flow of air which 
traps the heat losses and converts them into beneficial heat gains. 
The overall result is that the useful heat delivered by the collector 
is increased because the heat losses from the absorber surface to 
the surroundings are minimized by the flow and heat transfer 
characteristics of the collector. 

The basic characteristics of the bare-plate collector can be 
adapted to a variety of geometric shapes and.materials of con~ 
struction. However, the economic criterion of low cost must be 
considered. Aluminum, which has a high thermal conductivity and 
is commercially· available at a relatively low cost, is probably 
the best material of construction. At current prices of about $1 
per pound for thin, painted sheet, the material cost for a bare
plate collector would be less than $1 per square foot. Aluminum is 
readily fabricated into a variety of shapes and sizes. This ease of 
fabrication would keep production costs low, assuming large volwne 
production techniques would be applicable. 
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PROCEDURE 

The plau used to complete this project included the fabri
cation of two differe·nt bare plate collectors, the installation 
of two instrumented test systems at an appropriate site and 
processing the data generated by the tests. 

Fabrication: Two different types of test collectors, one a flat 
plate and the other a tube structure, were designed and fabri
cated for this project. In both designs low cost aluminum sheet 
was used in a manner that could be readily adapted to mass pro
duction techniques in order to meet the economic cost constraints. 

Photo 1 of Appendix A shows a closeup of the flat plate 
structure while Photo 3 shows the total structure assembled into 
a tri-frame unit. The strticture consists of overlapping strips 
of embossed and corrugated alwninurn sheet. This sheet is a 
commercially available roofing and siding material. Each strip 
includes seven corrugated surfaces which overlap adjoining strips 
in a pattern shown in Sketch 2: 

Sketch 2. Plate Assembly 

Screws and washers.were ~sed to ~aintain the 1/8-inch space between 
the overlapped str1p. A1r flow 1s turbulent as it flows under six 
of the.seven exposed surfaces, resulting in good heat transfer. 
Both ~1de~ o~ the corrugat7d strips were painted with a flat black 
Sherw1n-W1111ams Polane pa1nt. Absorptivity and emissivity measure
ments were 0.94 and 0.89, respectively. 
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Photo 2 shows a closeup of the tube structure. It consists of 
alternate surfaces of smooth and corrugated aluminum sheet that were 
fabricated into 5-inch diameter tubes. The tubes overlap in a 
pattern shown in Sketch 3: 

OC::::::: corrugated tube 
...... 

F 
.•. 

j" --l l I 

i ~ 
f. I b 

I .f 

' 
;I 

.. 
\_smooth tube I.-~-.. ~ 

·-·overlap 

Sketch 3. Tube Assembly 

The height of the corrugations determines the spacing between the 
overlapping portion of the tubes. A commercially available sheet 
having a corrugated dimension of 1/16-inch was used. Air flow 
between the overlapping surfaces was about 1,000 feet per minute, 
resulting in turbulent heat transfer conditions. The diameter of 
the tubes was determined by calculating the circumferential tempera
ture gradients that would exist assuming a constant air flow and 
insolation rate. For the twenty mill thick aluminum sheet used, 
the opt. i.mum tube diameter would range between 4 and 6 inches, de
pending on the intensity of 'the insolation. Optimum was defined 
as the diameter that would minimize the temperature gradient between 
the sun-side and back-side of the tube. As with the plates, both 
sides of the aluminum sheet were painted a flat black having the 
same absorptivity and emissivity, i.e. 0.94 and 0.89, respectively. 

Installation: The test site was the flat roof of a small, one
story commercial office building located in Avon Lake, Ohio, a 
suburb of Cleveland. Photos 3,4 and 5 of Appendix A show the test 
systems installed on the roof. The roof is unobstructed by trees 
or other buildings and therefore recieves solar radiation and wind 
throughout the day. The roofing material is black asphalt roll 
roo r.i.ng which is a good solar absorber. 

The tube collector was assembled into an array shown by Photo 
4. The five-inch diameter by one foot long tubes were assembled 
into thirty tubes, each eight feet in length. One end of the tube 

· was sealed off and the other end was connected to a central header 
duct made of insulation board with an R value of 8 and covered with 
sheet metal painted black. Photo 5 illustrates the header duct and 
tube connections to it. The total tube array therefore consists of 
thirty tubes, 5-inches in diameter by eight feet long, resulting in 
a total projected surface area exposed to direct solar radiation of 
100 square feet. The tube array is mounted onto a wood frame that 
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positions it two feet above the roof deck. The purpose of this was 
to eliminate snow effect and to minimize roof effect so that the 
performance truly represents the collector. 

The flat plate co] lector was assembled into a tri-frame 
structure as shown by Photo 3. Each side is 3 feet by 8 feet, 
tilted at a 45° angle above the horizontal. The air inlets face 
the roof to prevent rain or snow from entering the structure. The 
floor and ends of the structure are made of insulation board with 
an R value of 8 and covered by sheet metal painted black. A tri
frame structure was chosen so that the effects of diffuse radiation 
on the north side could be evaluated. 

Testing: The information necessary to evaluate the bare plate 
collector is the therillal performance of the system for a variety 
of weather conditions. This requires the ability to make both an 
instantaneous and average heat balance on the system. Figure B.l 
of Appendix B shows the.test scheme used to evaluate the performance 
of the bare-plate collector systems. Referring to this figure and 
to Photos 3 and 4, outside air is pulled through the overlapping 
surfaces of the bare-plate collectors. The collector surface is 
heated hy solar radiation and this heat is transferred to the flow
ing r.d r. s t rea..rn. The collector structures, both tube and frame, 
serve as an air collection header. For the tube array Lhls heated 
air flows from each tube header into a central air header,· then 
through a mixing screen and a flow nozzle into a blower where it is 
exhausted to the outside. Temperature measurements of the heated 
air are made at various locations in the central he~der, at the 
mixing screen and at the outlet of the flow nozzle. An anemometer 
measures the velocity of the air leaving the nozzle. Since the 
nozzle provides a constant velocity cross-section, the measured air 
velocity can be used to calculate the volume of air flowing through 
the collectors. 

For the frame structure the air is pulled into the structure 
by a blower mounted at one end, and then exhausted through a mixing 
screen and then through a six-inch diameter by five feet long pipe 
to the outside. The length to diameter ratio of the pipe is suf
ficient to provide a uniform air velocity at the pipe outlet. This 
was affirmed by mapping the velocity profile with a portable ane
mometer. Temperature measurements of the heated air were made at 
the inlet to the blower and in the long tube from the blower. Flow 
measurements were made at the outlet of the exhaust tube using a 
portable anemometer. In tater tests the tubes were disconnected 
from the tube array header duct, the tube openings sealed off and 
the frame structure connected to the flow system of the tube array. 
This permitted the frame system to be tested under continuous flow 
monitoring conditions. · 

In addition to the flow and temperature measureemtns, a 
pyranometer was used to measure the solar insolation on the roof 
and a wind meter monitored the speed and direction of the wind 
over the roof test site. All of this information, in the fom1 of 
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millivolt signals, was conducted through shielded cables to a 
datalogger that was located inside the building. The datalogger 
transfonned the instrument signals into a digital signal that was 
either printed out on a tape or transferred to a computer. The 
computer was !Jrogrammed to store the information, retrieve it frddi 
storage, process the data into a performance evaluation and summa-:
rize the information. Details and specifications for the instru
mentation and data processing equipment are presented in Appendix 
B. The computer programs developed for the project are described 
and listed in Appendix C. 

The test systems became operational in late February of 1980. 
The systems were operated and data compiled until mid-June when 
the project ended. During a typical test day the system was opera
ted for thirty-mirrute time periods. A complete data ~can would 
require two minutes. For each two-minute period a heat balance 
would be calculated and the instantaneous operating efficiency 
would be determined. After thirty minutes the computer would 
average the results of each two-minute data scan and calculate the 
average efficiency or perfonnance of the system. The test operator 
would visually monitor the weather during the Lest period to charac
terize it, e g. clouqy, partly cloudy, or clear, and detennine if · 
the weather conditions remained constant. These data are presented 
in Appendix D. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Test data for the bare-plate solar collector systems in
vestigated by this project are summarized in Appendix D. Data 
collection began in late February, 1980 and continued until mid
June when the project year ended. Fortunately this time span in
cluded a variety of weather conditions typical of winter, spring 
and summer for a northern U.S. climate. The winter and spring 
data would be representative of air preheating applications for 
public and commercial buildings in a northern climate, while the 
spring and summer data would be typical of operations that would 
be expected for agricultural or industrial drying applications. 
Figures l.a. through l.d. graphically show the operating efficiency 
of the various tube and plate solar collector systems that were 
tested during the five month period. 

The tube collector was tested in two configurations repre
senting minimum and maximum overlapping of the concentric tubes. 
Referring to Figures B.3 and B.4 the minimum overlap tube had a 
primary air flow passage of 2~ inch length while the primary air 
flow passage length was 5 inches for the maximum test system. 
Conversely, the length of exposed single wall tubing was 7 inches 
and 2 inches, respectively. The test data ~how a significant 
difference in performance. The minimum overlap tube collector 
had an average system efficiency of 12% compared to 28% for the 
maximum overlap tube. A careful inspection of the data indicates 
that both systems operated under similar climatic conditions, 
i.e. solar insolation, ambient temperature and wind speed and 
direction. 

The reason for the difference is illustrated in Figures 2 
and 3, which show the wall temperature profiles for the two col
lectors. For the minimum overlap case, the high wall temperature 
in the region that has no primary air flow shows that this col
lector area, representing the 7-inch length of single wall tube, 
contributes very little to the transfer of solar heat to the air 
stream. For the maximum overlap case, the wall temperatures are 
very nearly constant throughout the length of the tube which shows 
that most of the tube is absorbing solar heat and transferring it 
to the primary air stream. This comparison illustrates the im
portance of achieving good wall-to-air heat transfer in those 
regions of the collector receiving solar energy. For the bare 
tube collector this indicates the necessity for nearly complete 
overlapping of the concentric tubes to achieve maximum efficiency. 

The plate collector was tested in four different configura
tions. The first had the tri-frame mounted directly on the roof 
with both the north and south sides open. Average operating 
efficiency for these tests was 60% for winter-type operation and 
80% for summer-type operation. It is postulated that roof effect 
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was responsible for the significant difference in performance. 
A second configuration was .the result of insulating and sealing 
off the north side of the tri-frame which reduced the average 
operating efficiency to 53%. To evaluate the roof effect a third 
configuration in which the tri-frame was mounted two feet above 
the roof onto the tube array test stand was tested. With both 
north and south sides open to air flow the average operating 
efficiency for this configuration was 60%. rhe final configura
tion in which the north side was insulated and sealed, resulted 
in an average operating efficiency of 41%. 

Figure 4 shows a typical wall temperature gradient for the 
plate collector. The gradient is only 5°F, similar to the tube 
maximum overlap collector, illustrating again the importance of 
primary air flow across the surfaces receiving the solar radia
tion. An obvious improvement for the plate collector would be 
to increase the overlap to include the surface adjacent to thermo
couples T-12 and T-13. 

Inspection of the test data reveals several factors that 
affect the performance of the tube and plate collector systems. 
One of the variables that was expected to have a significant 
effect on performance was wind speed and direction. An attempt 
was made to statistically correlate the wind data with operating 
efficiency. The result was that there was no correlation. A 
possible explanation for this anamoly is that the boundary layers 
of air adjacent to the surfaces of the collector and adjacent to 
the roof are sufficient to negate the effect of wind. Another 
possibility is that there was not enough wind data taken to ob
tain statistically meaningful results. 

Insolation; or the intensity of the solar radiation, did not 
appreciably affect the operating efficiency of either the tube or 
plate collectors. In fact, the efficiency improved somewhat for 
the tube collectors with lower insolation. This was probably 
caused by the increased contribution of diffuse radiation, as a 
fraction of the total insolation, on the unexposed or back side 
of the collectors. Another reason is the higher surface tempera
tures in the single wall tube area for higher values of insolation 
would increase radiation and convection heat losses, thereby re
ducing efficiency. 

Air flow per unit area of collector surface was differ·ent 
for each of the configurations tested because of design and test 
limitations. The tube collectors operated at 2.5 cubic feet per 
minute per square foot of collector projected surface area (CFM/ft2) 
at minimum overlap and 3.5.CFM/ft2 at maximum overlap. This differ
ence is evidenced by the approach temperatures shown in Figures 2 
and 3. The higher air flow would also be a factor for the im
proved perfonnance of the maximum ove~lap tube coll2ctor. The 
plate collectors operated at 4 CFM/ft2 and 8 CFM/ft , depending 
on whether the north side of the collector was open or sealed. 
The effect of a lower air flow through the plate collector was 
investigated. The starred data, l~sted in Appendix D, for June 13 
represent a flow of about 3 CFM/ft , resulting in an efficiency of 
10 percentage points .lower and a SOF increase in outlet air tempe·rature 
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Roof effect, or the contribution of the large, black roof 
acting as a solar absorber that heats the air adjacent to it, 
appears to be a significant factor for the higher perform·ance of 
the plate collector. The roof mounted plate collector operated 
at 60% efficiency for the winter months when both the sun altitude 
and the radiation intensity were lower, compared to 80% fo~ a 
typical summer period of high sun altitude and· insolation •. Mount
ing this same collector two feet above the roof reduced the opera
ting efficiency to 60% for the same summer period. 

A comparison of the tube and plate collectors always shows 
the plate collector is superior. Improvements in the tube col~ 
lector, such as increasing the overlap to 100% and increasing the 
flow per unit area, would improve the performance t) probablY. the 
30 to 40% range Increasing the overlap would also minimize the 
radial thermal gradient, which for these tests was about 300F, .· 
front to back, resulting in lower heat losses from the back side. 

Improvements ·in the plate collector would include increasing 
the overlap to nearly 100%, adjusting the air gap for.optimum flow 
per unit area, and determining whether the collector should be a 
t:d.-frame with both north and south sides open or only. the south 
side open. Why the collector should operate better with both sides 
open is an anomoly. Th~ reasono could be a combination of roof 
effect and diffuse radiation, but the results of this test are nuL 
conclusive. The results do show that this typ~ of collector will 
operate at system efficiencies of 60% and higher. 

A part of this project was to apply a bare-plate collector . 
system for preheating air to a public building and evaluate its 
performance. The evaluation will be done on the basis of 1 CFM 
of ventilation air for a building located in Cleveland, Ohio, · 
operating 10 hours each day.for 21 days each month. For every 
degree (OF) of preheat, the energy required each month is 227 BTU. 
It will be assumed that the bare-plate solar c~llector, operating 
at 60% efficiency can preheat the alr up to a maximum of 20°F~ The 
following table gives the average daytime temperature, the total 
energy required t:o preheat the air to 70°F, and the energy con
tributed by solar up to the maximum of 20°F preheat. 

Month Air TemE 2°F Q Total,BTU/mo. Q Solar,BTU/mo~ 

Oct 63 1589 1589 
Nov 48 4994 ·4540 
Dec 36 7718 4540 
Jan 33 8399 4540 
Feb 35 7945 4540 
Mar 44 5902 4540 
Apr 58 2724 2724 
May 68 454 454 

39725 27467. 
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The bare-plate solar collector will be sized to provide. 
4540 BTU for the worst solar month, which is December. A surface, 
facing south at 550 tilt angle, in Cleveland will receive 747 
BTU/ft2 each day. Multiplying this by 21 days and 60% efficiency 
and then dividing the product into 4540 BTU gives a required col
lector area of 0.48 square feet for each CFM of ventilation air. 

Using the economic analysis present in the ANALYSIS section, 
the value of energy saved in the first year by the bare-plate 
collector is 

( 27467 BTU) 1$l.OO/gal) 
0.48 ft2 t 

Po = -------------------------
90,000 BTU/gal 

= $0.64/ft2 

and for a 10 year payback and· fuel costs exceeding the value of 
money by five percentage points annually, the installed cost of 
the bare-plate solar collector should not exceed $8.28 per square 
foot. 

Applying these numbers to a local high school with a student 
and teacher population of 2000, the ventilation requirements would 
be 10,000 CFM, assuming 5 CFM per person. The current fuel cost 
for ventilation, assuming a 70% boiler efficiency and $1.00 per 
gallon fuel oil would be $4415 this year. A bare-plate solar 
collector system would save $3052 the first year. The collector 
system would be 4800 square feet in size and installed, cost $39,744. 

Any applications that could utilize the solar energy during 
the summer months as well as the winter months would appreciably 
improve the economics of the system. Such arplications m:ight in
clude preheating domestic water using an ai r-to-wc-lter heat cxchangi~t-. 
<Jryj ng a desiccant used for humidity control, pr.eheating Hie for 
drying laundry, etc. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The purpose of this project was to develop a bare-plate solar 
collector for preheating ambient air, determine its perfonnance for 
a variety of climatic conditions, analyze the economics of this 
type of solar collector and evaluate specific applications. 

A bare-plate solar collector was analyzed and designed. Two 
prototype collectors were fabricated, installed into an instrumented 
test system and tested for a period of five months. 

Results of the tests showed consistent operating l·fficiencies 
of 60% or greater with air preheat temperature rises up to zoo F 
for one of the prototypes. An optimally designed bare-plate solar 
collector of this design should exhibit performance values that 
exceed the test results. 

The economic analysis indicated that an installed cost of 
between $5 and $10 per square foot would make this type of solar 
system economically viable. For the materials of construction and 
the type of fabrication and installation perceived, these costs 
are believed to be attainable., 

Applications for preheating ventilation air for schools were 
evaluated and judged economically viable. Any applications, such 
as drying or water heating, that could utilize the solar system 
throughout the year would certainly benefit from the energy savings. 
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FUTURE PLANS 

ROM-AfRE Solar Corpocation has appli~d for and will receive 
a patent covering the design of the bare-plate solar collectors 
used in this project. Based on the encouraging results of these 
tests the Company plans to continue the development and.commerciali
zation of the bare-plate solar collector system for a variety of 
applications. Steps toward commercialization would include opti
mizing the design of the collector, continuation of pecformance 
testing, design and installation of a full-scale system that could 
be monitored, analysis of the market for various applications and 
development of a marketing plan. The valuable assistance made 
available through DOE's Midwest Appropriate Technology Small Grants 
Program has been an important first step toward our goal of com-
mercialization. · 
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APPENDIX A: PHOTOGRAPHS 

Photographs of the test apparatus and the cqujpment used 
to measure the performance of the bare plate so .J ar systems ar.e 
presented in this appendix. 

Photo 1. Close-up of the flat plate collector showi.ng the 
overlapping absorber surface a11d the air flow jnlets. 

Photo 2. Close-up of the tube co1lect6r showing the overlapping 
absorber surface and air flow passages between the 
plain tube and the corrugated tube. 

Photo 3. 

Photo 4. 

Pholo 5. 

Photo 6. 

Photo 7. 

Photo 8. 

The A-frame structure of the flat plate solar col
lector system. 

The tub~ solar collector system structure. 

The a.ir collection header for the tube solar collector 
system. 

Pyronometer used to measure the total solar radiation 
for the test site. 

Wind sensor used to measure the wind directi.on and 
speed for the test site. 

Junction box, datalogger and computer used to transmit, 
store and process the test data. 
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APPENDIX B: INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA ACQUISITION 

The test systems were instrumented Lu provide the information 
necessary to evaluate the bare-plate collector performance. The 
experimental instrumentation consisted of several types of sensors 
which are monitored by a Digitec "Data Logger 2000" data acquisition 
system. The types of sensors used include thermocouples, an air 
velocity probe, a wind sensor, and a pyranometer. 

The signals from the sensors enter the data acquisition system 
through two 20-channel scan cards which plug into the data logger. 
The scan cards provide programmed scanning of the sensors, con
ditioning of signals from several different kinds of sensors, and 
in addition, digitizes the signals for the data logger. 

Each scan card is set up to accept inputs from four different 
kinds of sensors (designated P1, P2, P3, and P4). The following 
table describes these inputs: · 

Designation T~Ee of Signal Data Logger Readout 

pl Copper/Constantan T.C. oc 

p2 0 - 5 VDC 0 - 100 

p3 0 - 10 MV BTU/HR/FT2 

p4 0 - 5 VDC 0 - 1250 

The following table shows which channel numbers are used for 
each type of input: 

lst Scan Card 2nd Scan Card 

Channel No. ~ Channel No. ~ 

00 - 14 pl 20 - 34 pl 

15 p2 35 p2 

16 p3 36 p3 

17 p4 37 p4 

18 - 19 pl 38 - 39 pl 

The Digitec "Data Logger 2000" is equipped with Input/Output 
terminals which permit it to be connected to an Apple II Computer 
terminal. This arrangement permits data to be transferred from 
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the data logger to the ·computer where a number of things can be 
done with i.t: 

a. The dat:t can be stored on magnetic discs. 
b. The data can be processed and the results stored 

on magnetic discs. · 
c. Raw data can be displayed on the cathode ray tube (CRT). 
d. Processed inforrna:tion can be displayed on the CRT. 
e. Raw data or processed information·canbe printed out 

by a printer. 

The following figures provide additional information on layout 
and wiring of the . instruine~tatiori: · . .. . 

• Figure B.l - Instrumentation Sensor Locations 
Figure B.2 - Instrumentation Information Summary 
.... igtu::e B. 3 - Tube System Thermocouple Locations (Min. Overlap) 
Figure B.4 - Tube System Thermocouple Locations (Max. Overlap) 
Figure B. 5 - Plate System Thertnocouple Locations 
Figu~e B.6 - Wind Instru.mentation Wiring Schematic 

.Figure 13.7- Solar Insolation Instrumentation Wiring Schematic 
~·igure B. 8 The·rrnocouple Wiring Schema~ic · 
Figure B~9 - Air .Flow Instrumentati~n Wiring Schematic 

Following the fl.gures the instruments used in this project 
are described and specified~ 
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Figure B. 2 
INSTRUMENTATION INFOR~TION SUMMARY 

Monitored Variable Sensor 

Ambient Air Temperature Cu/Const. T.C. 
I 

Ambient Air Temperature Cu/Const. T.C. 

Flow Cone Exit Air Temperature Cu/Const. T.C. 

Air Temperature Exit 15 Rows Tubes Cu/Const. T.c: 

Air Temperature Exit 10 Rows TUbes Cu/Const. T.C. 

Air Temperature Exit 5 Rows TUbes Cu/Const. T.C. 

Absorber, Plate System Cu/Const. T.C. 

Air Temperature, Exit Plate System Cu/Const. T.C. 

Wind Speed.MPH Sky-Vane 

Solar Intensity (Horizontal) Pyranometer 

Absorber Temperature Cu/Const. T.C. 

.Wind Direction Sky-Vane 

Flow Cone Exit Air Velocity Anemometer 

Inlet Air Temperature, Plate System Cu/Const. T.C. 
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KURZ INSTRUMENT MODEL 435-2 AIR VELOCITY SYSTEM 

Description 

Kurz Model 435 is a general purpose, bench-top or permanent 
installation, low-cost velocity and mass flow measurement system 
operated on line voltage. The output voltage, suitable for record
ing and other purposes is 0 to 5VDC for several choices of air 
velocity. The Model 435 has a linear 0-5VDC output voltage suit
able for display, recording and totalizing. 

The 435 Air Velocity System comes complete with the unique, 
rugged "DuraFlo"™ probe, a retractable, removable probe shield, 
and electronic package housed in a rugged, weather-resistant enameled 
steel enclosure, 8- foot probe cable., 6- foot power cord, and cal ibra
tion data. This instrument was ordered with a special 25-foot probe 
cable. 

The Model 435 can be used as an insertion probe in ducts and 
pipes for the measurement of velocity or total mass flow rate of 
air flow in a variety of applications. 

This particular instrument was calibrated beyond the standard 
0-1250 fpm range and was found to be both linear and repeatable at 
velocities up to ~·2400 fpm. None of the velocity measurements made 
during the experiment exceeded 2000 fpm. 
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SPECIFICATIONS 

~-o_de_l_~_u_~ber(n.o~n_-_ll_·n_e_a_r~) _________ 430-~1 ____ 4~3~0~-2~---4~30~-~3 ____ 4_3~0~-~4-- 430-5 

~odel Number (lmear) ----·--·· -------- -. ______ ____:. ____ __ 
Overall accuracy 

0-6000 0-1~000 

t2% of lull scale over temperature rnr;,,,. ul :!O"C to ~sooc. 
1S% of Itt II scale over ternperatw e rC~nge ul ~hu C to -20" C 
and • 60" C tu • 2~0" C 

---·---------·------------··· ----·- ····------·---- ····-----------·······--·-··. ·-·--·····-· --------
Responae lime 025 second 
.. -------·----- ----·------·-· ·---------
Repealabllliy t0.25% of lull scale 

--------·----·-------·-·--~~-···· .... 
Output signal 0 :) VOC, 100 OHMS output rmpedaocu. barrier slnp 

connectrons 
---·-----------------------------

Temperature range of probe -t>5u C to • 125'' C standard Model 
-55" C to + 250u C ( -HT) Models 

-----------
Temperature range OJ,Jt:ldlilly: O"C to •5ouc 

Storage: -20°C to .~70°C -----------·---------:::._ ____________ ··---·····------------Electronic a 

Electronic enclosure 

Probe 

Weather rHsrst;..mt·enameled stet:ll. 8"L x 6''W x 3.5"H wrth 
mountrn9 brackets ------·-·-·- - ....... ·-·····--· ------
Nickel-plated brass, ceramrc. 1-1latururn and epoxy; HT 
probt~s are starnless steel. Ct~rarntc, plattr.wrn and eJ-IOXy, 1J" 
long, markttd every rncn ana alurry ctAt::>, ~wbe :~h•cld oan b~ 
useu as probe exttmder to 20" 

----------------------~~~------~~---------------------
Power 115 VAC, 50160 HZ. 5 watts ---------------------------------------------------
·~~·· weight/Shipping weight 6 lbs. I 8 lbs. 

Metric range option Add (-M) to Modt!l number and specify 0-1 5, 0-6, 0-15.0-

------------------------------3~0~or0-60mps range 
High temperature option Add (-HT) to any Model number for operatton to 250"C 

Operation at 230 VAC, 
50/60HZ 
Analog readout option 
(Model 438) 

Digital panel mater opUon 
(Modal 438) 
Warranty 

Add (·X) to any Model number 

Use with Model 430 
(See price list for Oeacrlptlon) 
Uae with Model 435 
(See. price list for Description) 

r full year parts and labor 

.. IIICIAILIMIIDW'Ill llfl""-...,.. 
WIIIJif ... ! / ' 

L -·- .. z, · \ 
~:~ =-~;3 \ t>++J) 

- _)-- ..... 
VttiOCity Probe M= 

Probe Del.ul 

Pu::;t Ollrctt Box 849 Carmel Valley, Calif. 9392• (<408) 659-3421 Telex 337795 
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Wl02-P SKYVANE 1 WIND SENSOR 

Introduction 

The WeatherMeasure Model Wl02-P Skyvane is a unique wind 
sensor that combines the features of a rugged instrument coupled 
with response characteristics not far removed from lightweight 
cup and vane systems. 

The aerodynamic shape of the sensor maintains alignment with 
the wind direction. A four-bladed low threshold propeller is used 
to measure the wind velocity. 

The propeller of the Skyvane sensor is connected to one of 
the various rotational velocity transducers, the output of which 
is fed into the wind speed portion of a translator. 

Wind direction is sensed by a potentiometer or a selsyn motor 
located in the base of the Skyvane, providing a voltage indicative 
of the sensor direction. 

The sensor must be connected to an electronics package (trans
lator) in order to provide necessary voltages and output scaling 
to per~mit indication of speed and direction and/or recording of 
these values. 

Description 

For general purpose applications, the wind speed transducer 
most commonly supplied is a permanent magnet type AC generator. 
Its advantage over the DC generator is that it does not contain 
brushes and therefore can be expected to operate longer before 
maintenance is required. The output voltage of this unit is pro
portioned to wind speedo Slip rings transmit the transducer out
put voltage to terminals in the base of the sensor. Other trans
ducers which may be supplied are a DC genera.tor or a frictionless 
high frequency tachometer consisting of a notched disk rotating 
between an oscillator and receiver. The HF tachometer produces a 
series of square wave output pulses proportional to wind speed. 

The wind direction transducer generally supplied with Skyvane 
sensors is a circular, dual wiper potentiometer who1E input voltage 
is supplied by an external translator. The output voltages may 
be recorded as wind direction from 0 to 360° where a single wiper 
is used. When both wipers are used and connected to an appropriate 
translator, wind direction may be recorded as 0 to 5400 ( 0- ' 1'·lo-lsoo-
2700-J600-900-1800). This eliminates painting of strip chaxt.s 
when the wind direction is oscillating about North. Some models 
use a DC or AC selsyn motor in place of the potentiometer. 

Both the propeller shaft and the main body shaft are support0d 
on lubricated stainless steel ball bearings. Labyrinthes are pro
vided to prevent the entry of moisture. The wind sensor is constructC: 
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of stainless steel,. brass, fiberglass reinforced plastic and other 
corrosion resistant materials. For most precise results, particular 
ly at low wind speeds, wind tunnel calibrations should be performed 
at periodical intervals (1 to 2 years) depending upon the environ
ment in which the sensor is ·used. 
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WTB102-AC-360 
WIND TRANSLATOR 

I. General Information 

A. Description 

The WTB102-AC-360 provides interfacing for wind direction sensa+ 
Wl04-360 and wind speed sensor Wl02-AC-360. Wind speed has.been 
scaled to 0 - 100 MPH corresponding to an output of 0 - 5VDC. 

The input from the wind speed sensor is processed by a tachometer 
technique and thus is not affected by normal levels of line nois~ 
or resistance of long leads. The wind direction circuit is regu
lated with.a zero temperatu~e coefficient zener at the sen~or. 
The high common mode rejection of the input buffers virtually 
eliminates the effect of noise pickup and resistance variatio~s 
even in very lone lines~ -

.. The output circuit is designed so the· user can obtain the stand
ard 0-5 volt output under all conditions and has a chaise of 
auxiliary 0-1 volt or 0-1 rna recorder output.· A range switch 
is provided so that good resolution can be obtained at low wind 
speeds. An additional front panel switch allows the output· to· 
be switched easily between zero and full scale so that the user 
may conveniently adjust recorder offset and sensitivity. ·Power 
may be provided either by an external battery or 115/230 volt 
battery eliminator. 

Specifications 

1. Linearity and Accuracy 

-WIND DIRECTION ±0.2% of indicated value, 
(Approximateiy 0. 7 degree·s for ±0. 5F. S. 

· a 360 degree range) · 

- WIND SPEED 

2. Environmental 

- SUPPLY VOLTAGE SENSITIVITY 
(for full scale input) 

- TEMPERATURE SENSITIVITY 
(total variation over range 
+35 to +135F) · 

- COMMON MODE REJECTION 

3. Outputs 

- VOLTAGE (Rsource 1 ohm)* 
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+ 0.3% of indicated value, 
1:0.}:% F. S. 

0.005V/V 

0.05% 

CMRR 40Db 

0-5 volts 



- VOLTAGE (Rsource 5K ohm) 

(one of either) 

- CURRENT (Rsource = 5K ) 

O..:.l vQlts 

0-lma 

*LOW IMPEDANCE VOLTAGE OUTPUT 
MAY BE RECALIBRATED TO 0-1 VOLT 

4. Power 

- BATTERY ELIMINATOR 
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R413 STAR PYRANOMETER 

Descrip1 i.on 

An improved pyranometer; replaces the model R41.1 Pyranometer. 
The R413 is a sturdy pyranometer, developed to measure solar and 
scattered radiation (global radiation) and reflected radiation 
from the earth's surface (albedo) in the wave range from 0.3-3 
The output signal is in mV and can be directly translated into 
gm-cal/cm2/min; or mW/cmL. A thermopile of 72 CrNi-Constantan 
junctions is in thermal contact with 12 alternately black and white 
painted Cu-segments. The temlerature difference between the highly 
absorbtive black and the high y reflective white

2
segrnents creates 

a thermopower of approximately 8mV per gm-cal/crn /min. 

The sensitive element, 38mm in diameter, is mounted on a 
white plate, with a hull's eye level mounted in the same plane as 
the sensitive plate for exact exposure of the inst.rument. A 
ground crystal glass cover of 70mm diameter protects the sensitive 
plate from influences of the weather. A dessicant container in 
the hous.ing prevents condensation within the instrument. 

Application 

Used for continuous recordings and spot measurements of the 
solar and scattered radiation and the reflected solar radiation 
(albedo). This sturdy type instrument makes it particularly useful 
for measurements in the field. Frequent use in agrometeorology 
and forest science. Proven also in strictly meterological networks. 

Specifications 

Sensor 

Size . . . . . . . . . • • 13.5 em. in diameter, 9 em. in height 
Weight...... . • . • •.•••• 870 gm. (1.9 lbs.) 
Special Response • . . . • • • • • . . . . . 0.3 ~ 3 micron2 
Sensitivity . • • . . . . • • • *1mV per 2.03517 btu/hr/ft 
Instrument Orientation . • • Upward, downward or side facing 
Impedance . . . . • . . . • • • . • . Approximately 35 ohms 
Response Time . . . . . • . Approximately 50 sec. full scale 
Leveling . . . . • ••.•. Adjusting legs and hull's eye level 
Sensing Element • • • • . • 6 black and 6 white segments with 

Thermopile . 
Dome . . . • 

* Certified by: 

thermopile thermal contact 
. . • • • • • • • • • 72 junctions CrNi-Constantan 

7 em (2-3/4") diameter ground crystal glass 

Phillip Schenk 
Ges. m.b.h. Wien & Co., K.G. 
1212 Wien XXI 
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1.1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The Digitec Datalogger 2000 is a powerfully 
simple data-acquisition system designed with you, 
the user, in mind. It puts at your fingertips 
all the performance you need for your application. 
You can monitor. measure and display up to 1000 
channels out of a se.lection of 32 different para
meters (temperature. pressure, etc.) - up to four 
internally. And you can permanently record this 
data for future analysis along with time, Julian 
Date and parameter symbols in engineering units . 

We designed the entire instrument around a micro
processor for the power and versatility it affords 
you. And we added the extra benefit of simple 
operation . :\ standard (or custom. as you require). 
preprogrammed instruction set supervises and 
~ontwls your system's operation for you. Even the 
r,)werful .-\!arm Option is accessed through a 
simple. familiar ~akulator-type keypad. There 

is no confusing sequence of switches and buttons 
or complicated programming procedure to master. 

The designer-styled enclosure emphasizes the 
human engineerilg and quality that is evident 
throughout the Datalogger 2000. A simple, refined 
front panel prov'des easy access to the few controls 
you need to ope-ate your instrument. These con
trols are clearly abeled and logically placed for 
easy understanding and use. The standard case 
is made of durably-finished, extruded and die-
cast aluminum for strong, lightweight protection 
of your Datalogger. And rear bumpers help 
protect the instrument and adjacent surfaces from 
nicks and scratches. 

For additional versatility. plug-in circuit boards 
such as Scan Cards. Signal-Conditioner Cards 
and Options prcvide the nexibility necessary 
to meet the changing demands of Today's ap
plications. So yc•u can easily expand or adapt your 
Datalogger :woo as your needs change or grow. 

1.2 FEATURES AND BENEFITS 

Your Datalogger 2000 is a powerful data
acquisition system that gives you the following 
outstanding features and benefits: 

• 1000 channel capacity, expandable in groups 
of ten . 

• 32 different Signal-Conditioner Cards to choose 
from to match your requirements exactly. 

• Multiple parameter (temperature, pressure, etc.) 
capability for low-c6st, comprehensive mon
itoring (4 parameters internal, up to 23 total) 
of your process or test. 

• ?reprogrammed microprocessor control for 
simple operation. 

• Quiet, alphanumeric printer permanently 
records your data in your language (letters, 
numerals and symbols). 

• Crystal-controlled Time-Of-Day and Julian Date 
clock. 

• 1360 separate limits, up to four per channel, for 
alarm monitoring . 

• Six-character, English messages (up to 680) 
to identify alarm status indications. 

• Crystal-controlled, Analog-to-Digital conversion 
(as opposed to power line frequency with 
transients) for high-accuracy measurements. 

• 3-wire (HI, LO, GUARD) input terminations 
for greatest common mode voltage rejection . 

• Input filtering and integrating A/D for high 
normal mode rejection of noise. 

• Skip-channel capability for improved system 
throughput and concise records. 

• 25,000 count LED display of measured data 
(with BCD input, six full digits without 
polarity sign or five with polarity sign). 

• Optically-isolated, RS-232-C and current loop 
interfaces for TTYs, modems and computers. 

• Optically-isolated BCD data input/output for 
interfacing with peripheral instruments. 
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APPENDIX C: COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

For this project an Appl-e Computer with 32k memory, two floppy 
disk drives and a video controller were used to process and analyze 
the test data from the bare plate solar collector systems. Three 
computer progrruns, i.e., INSOLATION, DATALOGGER and ANALYSIS, were 
written for this purpose. The listings are included as part of this 
appendix. 

INSOLATION: This program was used to calculate clear day solar radia
tion data for the specific location of the test site, which was Cleve
land, Ohio. The method of calculation was based on the equations and 
data presented in Reference 3 • A listing of this program and a list 
of the variables and their definition is presented in Table C.l.l. 
The resultant clear day insolation for Cleveland is tabulated in 
Table C.l.2. This information was used to detenuine a ti 1 t factor 
that corrected the measured horizontal insolation value to that for 
the tilted surface of the fr~1e and tube test collectors. These 
tilt factors ace shown in Figure C.l. 3. Although hourly factors 
were calculated, their values did not differ significantly from the 
six hour daily average value, so only one value for each test day 
was used. The tube value differs from the fr~e value because the 
tube always shows the maximum surface area to the beam radiation 
component. · Since most test data were obtained for relatively clear 
conditions the effect of changes in the beam to diffuse radiation 
components was not considered. 

DATALOGGER: A program that provides communication between the Data
logger and the Apple Computer. The progr~ accesses the Datalogger, 
transmits the information, identified by a channel number, to the 
computer memory and then stores the information on a disk. A complete 
scan of data is acquired every two minutes. The typical one-half hour 
test __ run contains fifteen complete sets of data. A listing of this 
program and the variables associated with it and the ANALYSIS progr~1 
is presented in Table C .. 2. 

ANALYSIS: This program utilizes the raw data acquired by the DATA
LOGGER program and calculates a heat and material bulance for each 
set of data representing a two minute data scan. From this the 
efficiency of the system is determined. "The progr~ then averages 
the data for-a typical thirty minute test run and presents both the 
individual results and the summary results. These results are tabu
lated in Appendix D. A listing of this program is presented in 
Table C.3. 
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:\ 
AI. 
H 
c 
U1 
u 
DEg; 
DR 
D$ 
II 
lilH 
Ill{ 
IOn 
!Th 
LR 
M 
Min 
MO 
OA$ 
OB$ 
OC$ 
OD$ 
RA$ 
kH$ 
RC$ 
RD$ 
Sl 
S2 
S3 
S4 
55 
S6 
SAl 
so 
SZz 
T 
TR 
TTi. 
ZD 
zz 
Z$ 

TABLE C.l.l - INSOLATION 

Variable Lis.t 

l\1onlhly 111.-:>0Jation v~iltlc 
J .ocd I AIL i L lH.Je 
AL111osplu:::ri~,; Coeffic.i\.:lll 
D i t'lusL· Co elf f i.e i enl 
Cusinc of Incidence AnglL: 
Solar DecJ i nal ion 
l.atitude 
::>o I ar Dec 1 i nati on 
CTRL D- file manipulaliun 
Hours form Solar Noon 
Horizontal Incidence Angle 
Hour Angl '" fr0111 Solar Noon 
Nonnal Iusolation 
llu ci zontal In so J at .ion 
I .at i.Lude 
Air Mass 
l.at i tude 
Mt>lll h 
L>i sk Fi.J t' N.:.une 

" 
" 
" 
" .. 
" .. 

Swn for Yearly Insolation .. 
" 

Swn for Daily Insolation 
" 
" 

Solar Altitude 
Solat Altitude 
Solar Azimuth 
Tilt Angle 
Tilt Angle 
Tilt Insolation 
Solar Az1muth 
Check End of Day 
Tentpurary Input 

1Hu/I••"/IL2 

ll 

d L: .._; l.'t: L' 
<::> 

de~. r.tt.:: 
radian 

ho111.·s 
r ad i. <.til 

radiau 
HLu/h 1~/ ft? 
Btu I,, I" I f t 2 
radi.a11 

111 i nult: 

Normal) 
Horizontal) 
Tilt) 
Normal) 
Horizontal) 
Tilt) 

radian 
degrte 
radian 
degree 
radian 
Btu/hr./ft 2 
deg rec 
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B REM ~** INSOLRTION *********** 
1 F:Et·i 
2 REM ***********~****~*****~~** w P~: ItH CHF:$ 0:: 4 :0.; II t·iH>::F I LE~:; 4" 
J00 REH ---ESTABLISH FILE UARIRBLES 
110 OR:$: = II CtPH~ r·iOt·~ n~::; '..JHL "::; 1 11 

111 RR$ = II F:EHD Hot~ It·~~=; I.,.IAL II 
.12(t OE:$ = 11 CtF'EJ4 RHi COF ~~~:;2 11 

:121. F:B$ ~ 11 F:ERD AH1 COF" 
130 OCJ: = 11 0F'H~ DIF COF .• S3 11 

:131 RC$ = II F:EAD DI F COF II 
140 OD$ = II oPn~ sc'L DEC .• ::A II 

:141 RD$ = II F:ERD SOL DEC II 
200 REH ---INPUT LOCAL DRTR 
210 Hot1E 
220 PR I tH II LOCRL LRT I TUDE II ; : HTRB 2(1 
225 I t·~PUT ·~ DEt3 II ; [tFI3 
230 HTRB 2t1: H~PUT 11 t·1It·~ II ;tHt~ 
?40 LR = <OE13 + HIN / 80) * .017453 
250 UTRE: 5: PF:ItH 11 LCtC:AL ELEI...It=IT lut~!l;: HTAB 20 
255 H~PUT ''FEET";~~!... 
~~s0 uTnE: 1 t1: PFn tH II n L T Rt-H;LE";: HTRE: 2t~ 
;?.E;5 T~·WUT 11 DEG II ;T 
270 TR = T ~ .017453 
400 REH ---OPEN CONST~NT FILES 
410 0$ = CHR$ (4) 
42~:t PFU tH D::r. .; II OPEJ~ t·im·4 w::; t..Jt=tL" 
430 PF: I NT [l:t; II OPEt·~ RTt1 COF II 
440 PRitH 0$; "OF'Et·~ DIF COF" 
450 PRitH [1$; "OPEN SOL DEC" 
4E;~j PRitH [I$,;"F:ERD t10t·~ IHS I..JHL": IHPUT 2$: IHPUT :zt.: 
485 PRitH D:t.; "Fi:ERD RTt1 COF": It~PI.JT :?fa H~PUT Zt. 
470 PRitH [I$; "RERD DIF. COF": H~PUT Z$: H~PUT a:: 
4 75 PR I tH [l:t:; II RERD SOL D~C II : I t·~PUT Z$: I t·~PUT Z$ 
500 REH ---BEGIN LOOP HO=MOHTH 
5~~2 S 1 = 0: SUH:2 = t;;1: SUt.·13 = . 0: "REH SUH YERRL Y I t~S 
505 FOR HO = 1 TO 12 
800 REH ---RCCESS CONSTANTS 
81 t1 PFU tn Df.; "F:Et=~D t'lot·~ n~s I.)HL II 
815 INPUT ZS:A = URL (2$) 
82~~ PF: I tH [t$; II REI=!D RHi t:OF II 
825 INPUT Z$:8 = UAL (Zi) 
830 PF: I tH [1$; II F:ERD [I IF CCtF II 
840 INPUT Zf:C = URL (2$) 
E;5~3 PF: I tH [1$ .; "F:ERD ::a:tL. DEC 11 

655 INPUT Z$:0 = UHL (2$) 
870 DR = D * .017453 
88~ REH ---BEGIN LOOP H=HOURS FROM SOL~R NOON 
885 S4 = 0:S5 = 0:S8 = 0: REH SUH DRILY INS 
890 FOR H = 7 TO 0 STEP - 1 . . 
895 HR = H * 15 * .017453 
7B0 REH ---CRLCULRTE SOLRR ALTITUDE (SHL) 
710 SHL = COS (LR) * (OS COR) * COS (HR) + SIN (LR) * SIN <DR) 
720 SRL = RTN (SHL / SOR ( - SAL + SAL + !)) 
730 SO = SHL / .0174~3 
... 41it IF ·-·c ·· C' TH-t~ 1-.lc:- PEt1 -·HJ=TY -·ltt~Fnc;~ 
1' _ .:. I . ·:.. ·-• . t:. _ -~' .. ..1 : , 1 ... ·. .. ... -~·. .. ~ .... . ~ ··- ~ ... 

750 REH ---CRLC HIR M~SS 
?55 RHi ---l:r;sut·iE DROF' 1 11 PEF: 1(10~·' 
780 H = (29.82 - HL / 1000) / 29.82 / SIN (5~l) 
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~:::, l t·~ ( 1-1F·: ) . · · (.():;:. 
820 SZZ = ~TN (SZ: ~ SQR ( - S?? ~ SZZ + )"• 
;~; ~~:~:; z [1 ;:;. ·:;? :~· ' 10 ~·i i. ;-:' Aoof. 1.:., r I 

;:~~:00 ~:E.H ---·I~HL.C r·Kr;:;:~·1i=ii __ Il·l:::OL.HTJCHI 0: IDt·~> 
;:;::t.~:' ILii~ == ~~ ·· E<-·:.F-" •:t:: "* 1·•:.0 
:H,~~1 f::EJ1 ---1.: HL.C HC,F: I zr:rtHHL n~·::oL.~T 1 Ot·i o:: ITH > 
310 ~iA = ~s0- SD> ~ .0!i4~3 
j20 ITH = IDN + ( COS O:HI~' + C> 
950 REH ---C~LC fiLl J~SGL~TiON ~ll!) 
955 REH ---HSSUHE SOUTH F~CING 
~B0 CO= COS O:SAL) + COS O::SZZ> + SIN O::TR> + S!N {SqL) + COS (TR) 
870 TTJ = ION *(CO+ C) 
979 REM ---SUH D~ILY INS 
·:.::;(1 ~:A = ~:::4 T :r c,n: :=::~; = ::.~. T ITH: :=::t:. - ::.o:; + rn 
1000 REH ---PRINT RESULTS 
1 01 (J HO::'I'\E~ 
l 02(1 HTHE: l :; : PF: HH "~10tHH II .• t·10 
103(1 
.!033 
:ti7.n:. 
.! !)4\) 
1 (:,"':.~) 
:11. ~!H:) 
:! 1.~)5 
1l10 
1:i.2i.:) 
J l ::(1 
:11:::::::-
1 j 34 

:t :1. 4(1 
115(1 
:11.52 
j :1.~;4 

:1 J.Ei~:1 
:tJ.70 
ll. 7'::· 
:tt e:~~ 
:t 1 :;::t~1 
:! :t. ·:.5 
1 ~:::~:·1(1 
:1 ::~h3 
1 i::: J c:; 
! J~~1\3 
l ~~:~.;~; 
:131? 
:1313 

1. il f::i b ~:: 

IF ZZ = 1 TH~N GOSUB 2000 
HT!=1E: 4 
F H = o THEt·~ r·R :rtH " Hou~: 12 t·Krm·~ ·::cn ... HF: T .t: HE" 
l F H <" ·,. 0 "T Hf.:l~ pr:: I~-([" '1 HCii ... r~: 10

; l. :::: -· 1-i;" ~:11"1 II .• H;" 
I .. ITH~' t; 
!F ZZ = 1 THEN 11?0 
Pr: I t·n ":::;CrLHf~: F·o::::; .t r I C1t·~ •• • 
HT48 20 
F'F:JtH 11 HL.T II j: 

PRINT !NT (SO + 10 + .5) / 10; 
HT~,f:·: ::.:~::: FF:nn· "C,Fr3" 
HH4E: 20 
Pr: I t-rr "HZf·1 II ;. 

PRINT INT <ZO ~ 10 + .5) / 10; 
HTAE: 3~::: F'FUtff "DE,3'' 
PRINT . 
Fru t-n "n~sOLHTI m~";: HT~B 2£1 
F'F;; I tH "t·~Rt·1 II ,; 

P~:HH P.H ( IDt-~ + • 5) 
HT~!f..:: ~;: F-·F: Itfl"" "E:TI.J.<HR.·'·SG!FT '' .; : HTHE: ~::0 
F'FU tH "HRZ II; 
f:·r:;:}t-IT. l.NT o:'. T.TH + .~i::O 
HTAB .:~3: PRHH "TILT II .i 
t=·R 1 t·fr :0'17" ( TT I + • '5 ;• 
REM ---PAUSE,CLOSE ~C~TH LOOP 
;::.· f·.;l t·fi" [1 :i· 
l r·~t=·UT 2':'t. 
I~ H = 0 HND ZZ = 0 THEN ~z = 1: GOTO 1000 

.! · .... 1? ,:;.,y:.l...lt:: ·~:t1~!10 

:t :~:;~ l·l r·~E.::-·:T ~·11) 
., ::1 •·• · ,: ;:;. ·r t·rr Dt:.; ·~cLo~:;E" 
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1400 REM ---PRINT YE~RLY SUHM~RY 
:141 E1 HDr·1E 
:14:~:E1 PF:ItH "RI...'EF:I=u3E DRIL'r' H~:::OLHTIOt~ FOR 'r'EHR 11 

14:~::; HTI=tE: :1.0: F'f~; I tH ;o E:TU.···"[IH.·' :::OFT II 
1430 UTRB 4: HTHB 10 . 
J. 44(j PF;: I t.rr "t·~~Ji ".; I tH 0:: :::; :l . ...- :1. :? + , ~5 :.0 

:1 •v:;o HTHE: l 0 
.l4E:(1 F'F: I tH "H~:;: II ; I tH < :::::2 ..... 12 + • 5 ::a 

14?0 HTf:IE: .i: 1:;1 
:t4:::o PF:Itrr "TIL..T 11

; IHT (:~r~: ..... 12 + .5) 
:i 4::10 i . .ff"l=:b .i. ,::, 
:1500 PF: I t·H "TOTRL. 'r'ERF:L'r' I t·4SOLHT I ot·4" 
:l50c~ HTHE: :U1: F·F:It-H 11 BTIJ...-'r'R·'::::OFT 11 

:15(15 I..JTRE: 13 
1':::dO HTI=1b lfi 
:1 ~'.:2D PF: I t-H II HF:t·1 II ; I tH ( s 1 * 3t:5 ..... 12 + • 5) 
1:;:~:0 HTf:IE: :1.0 
:l :540 F·F: I tH II HF:~~ II; I tH ( S2 * 3E:5 ..... 12 + • 5 ) 
1 :;~;o HTt=iE: :1.0 
:1 ~)t:O F'F: I 1-H II TILT II; I HT ( ~33 ·:t 3E:5 ..... 12 + .. 5 > 
1600 REH ---RETURN TO HHIN MENU 
:1610 UTRB 22: HTRB 35 
1 f.;?O GET 1:1~~: 
:1 t:;~:o PF: I t·n CHF::*: < 4 ::o .; II RUH HEt~u" 
1 t:4~:~ PF: I t·rr CHF:::r < 4 ::.; II f.:Ut·~ t·1Et·HJ II 
:t ~l:39 Et·m 
2000 REH ---PRIHT HERDING FOR DHILY SUHHRRY 
2(f3~~ HTRE:: :1.3 
;~~~40 PRitH 11 DHILY :::Ut·1t1RRY" 
2050 ION = 84 * 2 - ION 
2080 ITH = S5 * 2 - ITH 
207~ TTI ~ SS * 2 - TTI 
;~ 0:::(1 RETUF:t·4 
3000 REH ---SUH YERRLY INS 
3010 ZZ = 0~ REH ---RESET FLRG FOR D~IL.Y SUM 
3020 81 = Sl + S4 
3030 S2 = S2 ~ 85 
3040 83 = 83 + 98 
30~;~;:1 ~:FTI...I~:r·~ 
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TABLE C.l. 2 

CLEAR DAY INSOLATION 

CLEVELAND, OHIO 41°24', 805FT. 

SOLAR SOLAR SOLAR INSOLATION 
DAT_~ TIME POSITION BTU/HR,FT2 

AM PM ALT AZM NORMAL HORIZONTAL 45° VERTICAL - - - - -I 
I 
I 

Jan I 8 4 7.3 55.2 132 25 72 82 
21 9 3 15.9 43.7 235 78 175 177 

10 2 '2'2. I JU.b '273 121 243 232 
11 1 27.1 15.9 288 148 284 263 
12 12 28.7 0 29.3 157 298 274 

DAlLY TOTA.L..S L 1.!•'-.:J ".:JOl HS4b 1/~L 

Feb 7 5 4.0 /'2.1 ~1 7 17 19 
21 8 4 14.4 61.5 218 67 123 114 

9 3 23.6 49.3 271 125 207 178 
10 2 31.1 35.0 294 169 270 223 
11 1 36.2 18.4 304 198 309 251 
12 12 38.0 0 307 207 323 261 

DAlLY TOTALS L~~J 1:.:u".:J Ll/::> l~:g 

Mar 7 5 11.2 I 80.0 172 46 57 42 
21 8 4 22.0 69.1 251 112 143 101 

9 3 32.0 56.5 282 170 219 152 
10 2 40.5 41.1 298 214 278 192 
11 1 46.4 22.1 305 243 :nn 216 
12 12 48.7 0 307 252 328 225 

DAILY TOTALS li.JlJ l~ll lJ::>4 lbJl 

Apr 6 6 7.8 99.0 100 23 30 0 
21 7 5 19.0 90.6 210 89 71 23 

8 4 30. 2 78.7 254 153 145 68 
9 3 40.9 66.4 276 207 213 110 

10 2 50.5 50.3 287 249 267 144 
11 1 57.7 28.3 293 276 301 166 
12 12 60.5 0 294 285 312 174 

DAlLY TOTAL.S JL.:S4 ll/9 LJbb _1_1_9(:) 

May 5 7 2. 7 114.9 6 1 3 0 
21 6 6 13.3 105.5 152 53 71 0 

7 5 24.3 96.3 220 117 106 0 
8 4 35.5 86 0 5 252 177 143 43 
9 3 46.6 74.9 269 228 20'5 81 

10 2 57.0 59.4 279 268 254 111 
11 1 65.4 35.6 284 292 285 130 
12 12 68.9 0 285 301 295 137 

DAlLY TOTALS JlO".:J l::>/3 l4JZ ~b/ 
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SOLAR SOLAR SOLAR INSOLA2ION 
DATE TIME POSITION BTU/HR,FT 

AM I PM ALT I AZM NORMAL I HORIZONTAL 45° VERTICAL - - - -
Jun 5 7 4.9 117.2 33 ~ 7 17 0 

6 6 ' 1.5.3 108. 1: 162 64 86 0 21 
7 5 26.2 99.1 220 126 120 0 
8 4 ' 37.4 89.7 248 184 141 35 
9 3 

I 
48.6 78.6 264 234 200 70 

10 ! 2 59.2 63.7 274 272 247 99 
I 

11 I 1 68.1 39.6 278 295 276 117 
12 12 72.1 0 280 304 287 124 

DAlLY TOTALS I JL j~ Zbb~ L4bl /bb 

Ju1 6 ! 6 I 13.4 105.71 144 53 70 0 I 
21 7 I 5 I 24.4 96.51 211 116 106 0 

8 4 i 35.7 86.71 243 175 142 45 
9 l 3 46.8 75.2 261 226 202 81 

10 I 2 57.1 59.71 271 164 250 111 
1 1 l b~.~ j.) • 8 I 276 288 280 130 
12 ! 12 69.1. 0 277 297 291 137 

DAlLY TOTALS JU\}0 _L~4l £JY1 lU~b 

! 

I 
Aur i 6 6 8 99.1 86 22 28 0 

2. f 7 5 19.2 90.6 194 87 70 26 
{ 8 4 I 30.4 78.9 238 150 142 69 

9 3 I 41.1 66.5 261 203 

I 
208 I 110 

i I I 
I I 10 I 2 I 50.7 50.5 273 244 260 143 

' ll I 1 
I 

57.9 I 28.4 279 270 293 164 I 

12 12 60.7 0 280 ' 279 304 171 
: DAILY TOTALS 2939 2232 2308 1242_ 

' Sep I 7 5 11.2 80 150 43 53 40 ' 
21 I 8 4 22 69.1 231 108 136 I 97 

I 9 
j 3 32 56.5 264 164 210 148 I 

I i 10 f 2 40.5 

I 
41.1 280 20'8 268 186 

I ll I 1 46.4 22.1 ·288 235 304 210 
l 12 12 48.6 0 290 244 316 219 
' UAlLY 'l'U'fALS 2715 1/)\j J£~~ 1)~1 

' 

I 4 114. 2 1 61.4 
f 

Oct i 8 201 64 115 108 
21 I 9 3 23.5 I 49.2 256 121 199 172 

I 10 2 31 35 279 ! 164 261 217 
! 11 I 1 I 36.1 18.3 290 192 299 244 
i 12 

! 

12 ! 37.9 ! 0 293 202 313 253 i 

I I 

I DA.LLY TOTALS £Jlf,) lL.~4 £0b2 1733 

Nov i g I 4 7.3 I 55.21 124 24 69 78 
21 3 15. 9 . 43. 71 228 77 170 17.3 

i 10 i 2 266 119 238 228 

I 
22.7 30.61 

11 I 1 27.1 15.9 282 146 279 259 
12 I .. 12 28.7 0 286 155 293 269 

' DAILY TOTALS £0~~ 887 1~0b _1(44 

Dec 1~ I 3 12.9 41.7 211 l 59 1. s:. 165 
21 2 19.4 29.1 258 101 226 227 

11 1 23.7 15 277 127 268 261 
12 1 12 25.2 0 282 136 . 282 272 

... DAIJ..Y J'O'fAI.S 1174 /10 15 71 1571) 
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TABLE C.2 

SUMMARIZE DATALOGGER DATA (DAVES) 

A4) 
ACy 
A$ 
CA 
DE 
DL 
D$ 
DS$ 
DT$ 
E45 
ECy 
E$ 
F45 
FA 
FCy 
F$ 
HC 
NC 
NS 
Ql'' 
QT 
Tl 
T2 
TA 
TI 
TT 

Variable List 

Art!a l>f frarnt:: Col lt~ctor 
Area of 1\Jb~ Collt::c Lor 
Tt.:111porary Input 
Flow Con~ Exhaust Area 
Air Density 
Delay B~twt.:en Scans 
CTRL D - file manipulation 
Data Charucters 
Date 
Thennal Efficiency of Frame Array 
Thermal Efficiency of 1\Jbe An.:ay 
Disk File Name 
Tilt Factor for Frame Collector 
Frame Exhaust Area 
Tilt Factor for Tube Collector 
Disk .File Name 
Air Heat Capacity 
Number of Channels 
Number of Scans 
Frrune Heat Transfer 
lube Heat Transfer 

'Ambient Temperature (chO) 
Ambient TempElrature ( chl) 
Average.Ambient Temperature 
Time 
Flow Cone Exit Air Temperature 

(ch2) 
TM$ · Time 
S45 Solar Insolation for Frame 
£ Solar Radiation (chl6) 
SCy Solar Insolation for Tubes 
SUm() Sums of Mea~urements 
V · Flow Cone Exit Velocity (ch37} 
VF Frame Exit Velocity 
VL Value of Data 
WD Wind Direction (ch35) 
WS Wind Speed (chlS) 
Z Counter 
l.Z Counter 
Z$ Tenporary Input 
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. ') 
t l:j' 
rv· 

fL2 
J.IJ/Lt'3 

Btu/lb/°F 

Btu/hr 
Btu/he 
oc 
oc 
Of 

Of,OC 

Btu/hr/ft
2
2 

Btu/hr/ft 
Btu/hr/ft2 

ft/min 
ft/min 

1-1.00 
rni/hr 



0 REH ---LOG DATA 
l REH ---C~ SEQ-0-1-2-18-3~-15-35-37 
2 REH ---MERGED NITH DRTR SCRN 
:1 D Hot-1E 
20 PF: I HT II T I t·iE -BASE DATA ·:: .•. :·qt~ II 
3(1 l.,.ITRB 4: H~F'UT "DRTE < t·it·i···'[J[l/'r"r' )",;[IT$ 
35 DT$· = DT$ + "-" 
.40 H4PUT 11 TI t·1E ( (1000-240(1) EST"; Tt-1$: Tt1 = URL ( LEFT$ Crttt ,4 > ::0 
5(1 H~F'UT 11 SCHH DELH'r' ( r·iHitHE:::; /' .;Dl. 
80 I t·~F'I...IT II t·~Ut·1BEF: OF DATA SCANS II,; NS 
89 REH ---GbTO INIT ROUTINE---
9n ~~oTo sOFlfl 
99 REM --~STABLIS~ CHRNNEL/URRIRBLE ASSIGNMENT 
100 RR0::1) ~ 0:RR(2) = 1 
HH HR.(5):: 39:RF:(8) = 15 
102 RR0::3) = 2:RR(4) = 18 
lB3 RR(7::0 = 35:ARC8) = 37 
108 NC = 8: REM NUMBER OF CHANNELS 
110 RP ~ 1: R~H REPEAT COUNT 
1l.1 E$ = "OPEN DRTR" + DT:t: + Hi$: F'F:ItH [l:$:;E~:: 
l L~: F$ = "DELETE DRTR" + DT$ + Tt-i$: F'RltH D$;E$ 
1l.3 PF:ItH D$;E:!: 
:11.4 F:t: = "~HUTE DATA" + DT$ + Hit.: PF:HH D$.;F$ 
115 PRINT OT$: PRJNT TH$: PRINT OL~ PRINT ~; 
llS FOR SN = 1 TO NS 
120 FOR J = 1 TO RP 
J30 FOR K = 1 TO NC:CH = RRO::K) 
13i :::s ::: E::t: + "0" + STFU (CH) 
:13:~: IF CH < 1.~3 THEN S$ = 8$ + "(10" + STR$ ( CH) 
133 IF CH < > LC THEN GOSUB 10~~ 
:134 IF CH = LC THEN GOTO 180 
13~; I..C = CH 
:13~; r:;:Et-1 
137 F:Et-1 t~OH LET CHANNEL II SETTLE II 
13::: r:;:E t·i 
139 FOR I = 1 TO ST: NEXT I 
150 F::El'i 
l60 F:H1 ~:;Et~D CTRL -G! TO READ Dt:IT~ 
l?'(i r.;:EI·i 
J E3(1 S$ = G!t 
180 t30SUE: c:l2i~JO 
l91 NEXT K: NEXT J 
195 IF SN = NS THEN 240 
200 REM --~DELAT BETHEEN RERbS---
210 REH ---40060=1HIN 

21 :~ ::<::=-:: = ::::~)(1~)0 

220 FOR I = 1 TO XX * DL - YY: NEXT I 
?30 t·JE::<T ::;~·J 

~~40 PF:ItH D:f:.;; "CLO::;E" 
250 F'F::f.NT [1$; ••r;:Ut·J t·iEtKI" 
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101210 F:Et~1 
1001 REH SEND STRING IN S$ TO 
1002 REH . THE DATALOGGER 
:t 01213 F:Et-1 
HK6 PRIHT [1$; "Pr-;:#2 11 

1 (11 [1 F'R I t·H ~:;:t 
:1020 PRIHT 0$;"PR#f1 11 

1030 F:ETUI~:t·1 
2 r'01::1 RH1 
2B01 REH GO SEHO CTRL-Q CIH S$) 
2002 REH AHD THEN READ DATA 
2003 F:EH 
2£105 GOSUB 1 (1(1[1: F'R ItH [1$; II I H#2 11 

2f) 1 (1 I t·JF'I..IT II II ,; DT $ 
2015 F'RIHT Ot;F$: PRINT DT$ 
2020 PR ItH D.l:; II W#O II 
2027 HTAE: 22: PFHtH stl; II / 11 .;NS.;" e II .;DL.o .. t-HN" 
2(13(1 . F:ETtJF:t·~ 
5€,0£1 F:Et·1 
5001 R~H INITIALIZE CONTROL 
5002 F:Et·1 CHARACTEF: STF: I t·~G:3 
5003 REH AND SETTLE TIHE PRRAH 
5(1(14 F:El1 
sf.;0s B:t- = II II : F:Et·1 B:t< -1 ~) CTRL -B ··· s 
5006 0$ = II II: F:Et·1 1)$< -E; CTF:L.-0 ... s 
5007 ST = 750: REH DHELL TIHE ·20000=30SEC 
50[tS LC = ...;. l.: F:EH t-KI II LAST CHL II 'T'ET 
5£109 F:Et1 
5010 REH . STRNDARO DOS JUNK 
5t1i l F:El1 
5€; 12 [1$ = II II: F:EH [1$( :- 1 CTF:L -D 
~013 PRitH 0$ . .; "1~01··!01·~ I ,O,C" 
5£114 F:Et·1 
5015 REH SET UP CHANNEL RRRRY 
5(Hf; F:E:t-1 
5017 OIH RR<100) 
5(118 TE>::T : CALL - 836: t3.0TO WO 
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TABLE C.3 

l REH ---RNRLY?E EFFICIENCY 
2 REH ---NE~ CONFIG--8/16/80-~-
4 HOt·1E : F'F:HH ".HHRL.'r'ZE HHI.CH DRTR" = 1 .1Tf~E: 4 
5 HH:+: ~;: IHF·trj" ''i=1RTF" ;.ITT':f 
E: HI HE: ~i: I t·WUT II E:·:::;-r T I HE. II,; Tt·H 
7 F$ = DT~: + "·-·" + Ttt::r:n::t: :::: f':HF:f •. ·~·> 
B E$ :: "OF'EN DRTR" + F:t: F'F:IHT Dl ;E:t 
~3 E$ = "F:EJtD DHTH" + F::i:: F'~:Jt·H Dl;Ef 
lB INPUT OT$: INPUT THf: IHPUT OL: INPUT HS: PRINT Dt 
1 l t·H:: ::::. ::; 
;~I) T I ::; I,IHL 0:: Tl-1:t > 
:m H~PUT ".-: ~:: >Utit·1RF:'·r' Ot~l. ... 'r' OF: < E >RCH ~::cRtr• .• Z:t 
· ·- •' ... --·-·--. '::: .... ~-- (F T'IIE:E rn · c·,· .. r·ri·; .. 4~ F.E t1 Hl./r HF.t.H .J _ .. -· ... ·- Li .. r.:..... ..J, 

sn RC'i = 24 
59 REH ---R45~RRER OF FRAME COL 
E:(:; 1=145 = 2:·4 
l10 FCY = 1.04: REH TILT FACTOR CYL 
1 i !:i F45 = • 84: . REH T I L..T FACTf)F: Ff:::~tl·iF 
120 FOR Z = 1 TO NS 
130 REH --140-328 TNPUT DRTR FROH DISK 
:131 RH1 -·-SEE t~OTES FOR l.IRRIRF.:l...E ASSH:tt~HEtH 
1. 40 P~: I IH D$;; F~:: 
:1 ~:.(1 I HPUT D'::·f:: GfY::t.JE: 12~3€1: T 1 :::; l.)t_ 

1~·5 INF'I.JT [)~~:$:. 13():::;t,JF.: 1200: T2 :: I.!L.. 

lB0 TR:: ((Tl + T2) / 2) * 1.8 + 32 
180 INPUT OSI: GOSUB 1200:TT ~ UL 
l90 TT = TT * 1.8 + 32 
210 INPUT OSf: GOSUB 1200 
;~ 1. 1 0:: = I.,.IL 
212 s = s * .5888 
;~41(.1 H4F'UT 0'3$ 
28A INPUT OS$: GOSUB 1200 
;~ ?121 ~4S :.;: I,IL 
280 INPUT OS$: GOSUB 1200:WD = UL 
2:1 n I t~F·ur nss: Go::;uB 12~2tl~: t.J = '..Jt.. 
320 UF = 1825: REH FRAME AIR FLOH 
500 REM C~LCULATE TUBE HERT TRANSFER 
510 DE = .e77t - e.848E - s * TT - 3.744E - e·~ TT A 2 
520 HC ~ .2382 + 1.39E- 5 * TT + 1.027E- 8·~ TT A 2 
~)30 CFI • • 13E:35 
540 9T • U * CA * 80 * DE * HC * (TT - TR) 
S00 REH CALCULATE FRAME HEAT TRANSFER 
810 DE = .0771 - 8.848E - 5 • TF - 3.744E - 8 * TF A 2 
8?0 HC = .2382 + 1.39E - 5 •·TF + 1.027E - 8 * lF A 2 
~~ 30 FR = • 2097 
840 QF = UF * FA * 80 * DE * HC * (TF - TR) 
7h~ REM CALCULATE TUBE INSOLATION AND EFFIGI~NCY 
710 SCY = S * FCY * RCY 
720 ECY = QT / SCY 
750 REH CALCULATE FRAHE INSOLATION RND EFFICIENCY 
?E:f1 S45 = S * F'4~i +. H4~i 
770 E45 = QF / S45 
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::t:3(i F:EJ1 --·F·~: :r t··rr I]UTPUT 
lB00 HOME : HTRB 15: PRINT "OUTPUT DRTR" 
1(110 PF:ItH ~ PF:ItH "DHTE ".;DT$~"TH1E 11 .PTI + (2: -· 1) * (IL.;U EST

11
: PRitH 

JD:~:o PFntH "m1B TH1P~~ .. ~~~·H·m '...IEL 11 
.... W4D DIF: 11 

1030 PRINT T~,NS,ND 
H~4o PF:nn : PRHH "::;m_RF: F:RDIRTiot4 II .;S: PF:HH 
1 o:;o PP I rH II Ff:t··l TEt·1F' ;o •• II FF:r·1 0" .. II FFJ1 EFF II 
:1 E~1:;~;~ PF: I IH TT .• I HT 0:: CIT ) .. I tH ( EC'r' * 1 Ot1) 
1 OE;~::; F'f1 f ~rr 
:1 Dl[1 F'f·: l iH II FL.Dk4 I.)ELOC I T'r' II .• 1.) 
1090 REH ---~CCUHUL~TE FOR SUHHRRY--
:11. (10 SUt·t< 1 > = :;:;1 .. 11··1( 1 > + TR 
1101 SUH(2) = SUN0::2) + HS 
:1102 SUH(3) = SUM<3> + HD 
1183 SUH(4) = SUH(4) + S 
11.04 SUH(5) = SUH<S> + TT 
11 os ::tlt·l< b ::. = ::;I.Jt .. l< t:; > + en 
:ll e1Ci ~~ii.JW ? >. = SI .. H•I( 7 > * EC'r' 
11.0? ::;UI·K ::: > =: :;::;l...il···i( ::;:: > + I..J 
:1108 SUH(9) = SUM(9) + QF 
1109 SUH(10) = SUH(10> + E45 
:1:1.20 1.rrRE: ::::'~~ 
1124 REM -- RFTER LRST SCRN ZZ=t. TO 8RRNCH TO SUHHRRY 
1125 IF ZZ = 1 THEH 2000 
:1 :!.:2? IF ~~l ::: II~::; II THEI·4 :l14L3 
1 1_:3(:~ PF:ItH [l::j::~ 13FT R.$~ PF::Itfr [1$.; "F:ERD E:RF:EDRTI4" 
:11. 4(:~ t·~E>Cf ? 
11so PFn t·H D::t:: .; II c:t...o~:;E:" 
:1 :1. 1:;1:.1 GOTO 1 ~:n~) 
1200 REM ---GET URLUE FROH DRT~ STRI~G 
:l ::: 1 ~:~ I.) I... = I.)Hl... ( t·1 I [1;$: ( [18$ .. 5 .. ? ) ) 
:1 c~20 F:ETURt·4 
:13121[1 F:Et··l ·---[1 I SPLAY SUi1HR~Y IJRT~ ... --
13:10 ::::z :::: :1. 

1321 TR =SUM( 1) / NS 
1322 NS = SUH(2) / NS 
1~23 HO = SUH(3) / NS 
1324 S = SUH(4) / NS 
1325 TT = SUMCS> / ·Hs 
1328 QT = SUH(8) / HS 
J327 EC:Y = SUH(?) / NS 
1328 U = SUH<8> / NS 
1329 QF = SUMC8> / NS 
1330 E45 = SUH<10) / NS 
:1341:~ HCIHE : PfU t4T 11 SU~1t·1~RY OF RUt4 11 

: PR l NT 
13~in PF;:IIH 11 D~HE 11 #DT$ .. "Tit·iE 11 .;Tt-1.;" TO u.;n1 + t·4S * DL.: PF~Hrr II 

~C:H ";DL.;" t·iH~UTES": PRINT 
1 :~~E;~;; (;OTO 1.1~1;?(1 
;~1:~0~j I t·4F'UT R$ 
2~::1 1 (:) F'F~ I t·H [1:.$: ,; II F:I..Jt~ t··IB~U II 
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APPENDIX D: TEST DATA 

The installation of the Bare-Plate solar test systems was 
completed in February of 1980. The systems became operational 
on February 26. Test data for this report were compiled from 
this date through June of 1980. These data are summarized in 
Table D.l. The summary data represent the average performance 
of the tube and frame bare solar collector test systems for a 
thirty minute time period. The eastern standard time is the 
midpoint time for each set of data. Weather is a visual de
scription of the average weather conditions for the time period, 
i.e. cloudy, partly cloudy, or clear. A cloudy description 
might include some sunshine but most of the insolation would be 
diffuse. The performance or efficiency of the system is cal
culated by a heat balance for the system as described by the 
procedures of Appendices B, Instrumentation and Data Processing, 
and C, Computer Programs. 

Variations of both the tube and frame test systems were 
tested. Those are identified and described by the System Type: 

I. Tube array with minimum overlap. Frame array mounted 
directly on roof with both the north and south sides 
open. 

II. Tube array same as I. Frame array mounted directly on 
roof with south side open and north side insulated and 
sealed off with black plastic. 

III. Tube array with maximum overlap. Frame array same as II. 

IV. Tube array same as III. Frame array same as I. 

IV. -.•: Same as IV but air flow thro.ugh frame array was reduced 
to approximately the·same flow per unit collector area 
as the tube array. 

V. Tube array not active. Frame array mounted l~ feet 
above roof with both the north and south sides open. 

VI. Same as V but the north side of the frame is insulated 
and sealed off with black plastic. 

Table D.2. is a listing of the raw data that was accessed by 
the Data Logger. Table D.3. illustrates the raw data output from 
the Data Logger as printed on the strip chart. This was the source. 
of data that was used to analyze the temperature gradients in the 
tube and frame solar collector. 
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TABLE D.l. 

TEST DATA FOR BARE PLATE SOLAR SYSTEMS 

Date 2/26 2/26 2/27 2/28 2/28 2/29 2/29 
Time, EST 11:08 1:54 1:49 12:22 3:50 11:22 12:24 
System Type I I I I I I I 
Weather P.Cldy P.Cldy P.Cldy Clr. P.Cldy P.Cldy Clr. 
Ambient Temp., oF 17.9 20.4 27.8 24.3 25.3 10.6 15.4 
Wind, Direction-MPH 
Insolation, BTU/HR,ft2 115.2 205.1 202.8 209.4 134.3 119.9 239.4 
Tube Outlet, op 31.2 34.8 45.7 43.0 38.1 19.4 37.2 
Tube Efficienc6, % 11.8 10.8 13.0 12.8 13.7 11.4 13.1 
Frame Outlet, F 
Frame Efficiency, % 

0\ 
00 

Date 3/3 3/3 3/3 3/4 3/4 3/18 3/18 
Time, EST 9:40 2:04 4:17 12:11 4:58 11:03 12:03 
System Type I I I I I I I 
Weather P.Cldy Clr. Clr. Clr. Cldy Cldy P.Cldy 
Ambient Temp. , OF 16.3 29.2 30.6 37.3 39.0 29.2 30.4 
Wind, Direction-MPH 

2 SW-6 W-7 
Insolation, BTU/HR,ft 106.1 211.5 98.1 179.9 54.4 148.8 144.6 
Tube Outlet, OF 23.9 46.4 37.4 52.3 42.8 35.5 43.8 
Tube Efficiency, % 10.6 11.8 9.9 12.5 10.7 5.6 11.8 
Frame Outlet, OF 20.3 38.5 34.7 46.6 41.4 30.7 34.8 
Frame Efficiency, % 47.0 60.8 59.1 69.0 57.2 14.4 39.5 



TABLE D.l. - Continued 

Date 3/18 3/18 3/18 3/lS 3/18 3/18 3/19 
Time, EST 1:03 2:03 3:03 4:03 5:03 5:43 9:02 
System -Type I I I r I I I 
Weather Clr. Clr. Clr. Clr. Clr. Clr. Clr. 
Ambient Temp. , <?F 33.3 34.8 36.4 36~9 36.7 35.8 38.6 
Wind, Direction-MPH NW-5 W-10 NW-7 NW-6 W-3 SW-4 SE-2 
Insolation, BTU/HR,ft2 274.8 232.0 197.5 149.3 91.5 40.8 128.2 
Tube Outlet, OF 52.6 52.5 52.7 49.7 44.6 38.5 47. 2· 
Tube Efficiency, % 11.1 11.2 12.2 13.0 13.3 9.2 10 .• 1 
Frame Outlet, OF 45.6 46.2 47.7 45.5 42.5 37.5 44.0 
Frame Efficiency, ~ 

0\ 
,o 73.4 71.5 83.8 84.3 91.2 60.5 59.7 

\() 

Date 3/19 3/19 3/20 3/20 3/31 3/31 3/31 
Time, EST 11:30 3:30 11:00 3:00 11:02 2:02 4:02 
System Type I I I I II II II 
Wea-:-her Clr. P.Cldy Clr. P.C1dy Cldy Cldy Cldy 
Amb..:.E::nt Temp., OF 50.1 55.2 53.6 59.7 41.5 43.7 43.2 
\~ind, Direction-MPH SE-7 S-5 S-8 S-6 N-1 NW-4 NW , -..... 

Insolation, BTU/HR,ft2 192.6 101.3 159.8 123.0 48.2 8-3.6 95.3 
Tube Outlet, OF 66.3 61.0 64.6 69.8 46.7 51.8 50.8 
Tube Efficiency, % 12.4 10.1 11.2 12.8 16.0 16.2 13.7 
Frame Outlet, ·oF 60.2 57.7 60.6 65.0 43.1 46.8 47.1 
Frame Efficiency, % 56.5 42.5 63.8 52.5 50.7 51.4 57.0 



TABLE D.1. - Continued 

Date 4/1 4/24 4/25 5/9 5/12 6/12 6/12 
Time, EST 3:48 1:50 1:59 11:00 11:24 11:25 2:35 
System Type II III III III III IV IV 
Weather P.Cldy C1dy P.C1dy P.C1dy C1dy Clr. C1r. 
Ambient Temp. , OF 46.0 44.9 52.7 55.6 56~9 71.3 75.2 
Wind, Direction-MPH NE-1 E-5 W-5 NW-5 N-1 W-4 NW-2 
Insolation,. BTU/HR,ft2 112.3 78.2 133.9 146.0 66.6 282.4 269.5 
Tube.. Outlet, OF 57. 2' 51.3 65.6 69.7 64.2 88.5 92.6 
Tube EfficiencyJ. %. 17.6 34.2 37.0 40.0 40.8 24.0. 24.0. 
Frame Outlet, OF 50.2 82.9 87.7 
Frame Efficiency·, % . 53.0 60.0 77.0 

""'-~ 
0 

Date . ·_6/13 -· 6/13 6/13 6/13 6/13 6/13 6/16 
Time, EST 8:40 9:30 10:40 . 11:30 2:45' 3:45 12:15 
System 'fYpe IV IV IV IV Iv..,•: IV*. v 
Weather Clr. Clr. C1r. Clr. Clr. Clr. Cldy· 
Ambient Temp., OF 67.2 74.1 79.0 81.4 80.3 82.6 59.6 
Wind; Direction-HPH S-1 S-2 S-1 S-2 E-2 NE-1 E-2 
Insolation, BTU/HR,ft2 128.8 207.2 233.9 245.6 259.0 206.8 157.0 
Tube Outlet, Of 77.3 89.1 96.6 100.1 97.4 96.3 
Tube Efficiency, % 31.0 27.0 28.0 27.0 23.0 23.0 
Frame Outlet, Of 72.7 85.5 91.9 94.8 106.9 102.1 77.1 
Frame Efficiency, % 72.0 93.0 92.0 91.0 71.0 65.0 54.0 



,1, 

Date 
T.ime, EST 
System Type 
Weather 
Ambient Temp. , °F· 
W:ind, Direction-MPH 

.Insolation, BTU/HR,ft2 
Tube Outlet·, Of 
Tube Efficiency, % 
Frame OUtlet,. Of 
Frame· Efficiency, % 

..... 
.-Date· 

Time, EST 
System. Type 
Weather 
Ambient· Temp. , OF 
Wind, Direction-MPH 2 Insolation, BTU/HR,ft 
Tube Outlet, Of 
Tube Efficiency, % 
Frame Outlet·, Of 
Frame Efficiency, % 

6/16 
1:15 
v 
Clr. 
61.8 
E-1 
306.4 

84.5 
57.0 

6/18 
10:28 
v 
Clr. 
71.0 
W-3 
282.9 

93.0 
59.9 

TABLE D.l. - Continued 

6/16 
2:08 
v 
Clr. 
63.5 
E-1 
284.2 

8.6. 4 
63.0 

6/18 
1:03 
v 
Clr. 
73.6 
W-3 
287.2 

95.1 
57.0 

6/16 
3:10 
v 
Clr. 
63.1 
S-2 
260.3 

84.5 
64.0 

6/18 
2:48 
i1 
~ar. 
75.2 
W-1 
250.5 

95.9 
62.0 

6/17 
12:44 
v 
Clr. 
69.5 
N-1 
301.2 

93.1 
61.0 

6/19 
10:18 
VI 
Clr. 
79.5 
S-2 
240.6 

94.5 
47.0 

6/17 
1:58 
v 
Clr. 
69.6 
N-1 
289.2 

92.9 
62.0 

6/19 
11:58 
VI 
Clr. 
81.9 
S-3 
285.9 

98.2 
43.0 

6/19 
1:03 
VI 
Clr. 
83.1 
S-5 

6/17 
3:13 
v 
Clr. 
70.1 
N-2 
246.9 

90.4 
63.0 

6/20 
8:02 
VI 
Clr. 
58.9 
W-5 

289.3 150.9 

99.6 65.2 
43.0 33.0 

6/18 
10:03 
v 
Clr. 
66.5 
NW-4 
235.1 

84.2 
59.0 

6/20 
9:01 
VI 
Clr. 
59.3 
W-5 
196.2 

69.3 
41.0 



Channel 
4ft 

00 

01 

02 

0.3 

04 

05 

06 

07 

08 

09 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

TABLE D.2: DATA LOGGER CHANNEL ASSIGNMENTS 

Monitored 
Variable 

Ambient Temp 

Ambient Temp 

Flow Cone Exit 

Exit Air Temp 

Air Temp 

15 Rows of Tubes 

Exit Air Temp 

10 Rows of Tubes 

Exit Air Temp 

5 Rows of Tubes 

Temp Unused 

Temp Unused 

Temp Unused 

Plate Temps "A" Frame 

Plate Temps "A" Frame 

Plate Temps "A: Frame 

Plate Temps "A" Frame 

Plate Temps "A" Frame 

Exit Air Temp "A" Frame 

Wind Speed MPH 

Solar Intensity (Reading X 

.5888)= BTU/HR/FT2 

Anemometer Input Unused 

Terup Unused 

Temp Unused 

-

Channel 
ifo 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

72 -

Plate 

Plate 

Plate 

Plate 

Plate 

Plate 

Plate 

Plate 

Plate 

Plate 

Plate 

Plate 

Plate 

Monitored 
Variable 

Temps Tube 

Temps Tube 

Temps Tube 

Temps Tube 

Temps Tube 

Temps Tube 

Temps Tube 

Temps Tube 

Temps Tube 

Temps Tube 

Temps Tube 

Temps Tube 

Temps Tube 

Temp Unused 

Temp Unused 

Co 1·1 ec. tor 

Collector 

Collector 

Collector 

Collector 

Collector 

Collector 

Collector 

Collector 

Collector 

Collector 

Collector 

Collector 

Wind Direction (N=O & 100, 

E=25, S=SO, W=75) 

0-10MV Unused 

Anemometer Ft/Min (Flow Cone 

Exit Volcity) 

Temp Unused 

Temp Unused 



TABLE 0.3: TYPICAL DATA STRIP CHART 

039 +0026.2 c 
038 +€1031.6 c 
037 +01431. 
035 +€1080.9 
034 +0067.1 c 
033 +0044.8 c 
032 +€1028.4 c 
031 -t-002~.7 c 
030 +0026.4 c 
029 +0025.9 c 
028 +0026.5 c 
027 +0028.4 c 
026 +0030.8 c 
025 +0030.1 c 
924 +0029.6 c 
023 +0030.0 c 
022 +0030.2 c 
021 +0030.5 c 
020 +0030.8 c 
019 +0056.3 c 
018 +0046.6 c 
016 +0325.6 
015 +0000.0 
014 +0026.8 c 
013 +0027.1 c 
012 +0027.5 c 
911 +0927.2 c 
010 +0026.5 c 
009 +0026.2 c 
008 +0071. 1 c 
007 +0057.2 c 
006 +0021.7 c 
095 +0031. 5 c 
004 +0039.3 c 
003 +0030.3 c 
092 +0030.6 c 
00J +0022.8 c 
000 +0022.8 c 
CH. DATA PAR 

DAY143 TIME09:55 
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